Weeks 24: Advice and Suggestions

Week 24 brings us to the concluding word of Sacred Story Prayer:

ETERNITY

As we come to this final word, we consider the ultimate horizon of our life and the reason for our very being. All things in our life can have eternal meaning if we join in the Lord’s work of reconciliation. ETERNITY can best be understood as our final home and the place of joy towards which all our thoughts, words and deeds should point. We remember to go slowly, as the Spirit will help us to see that this focus on our final home can shape our daily activities and be a great gift for our daily peace of mind and heart!

The Week 24 E&W is a reflection on the importance of the Eternal Dimension in our everyday lives, especially in our culture of “violent hyper-activism.” Even those skilled at contemplation can always go deeper – may all of us this week remember ETERNITY and hear the Lord who precedes us in preparing our home. (Jn 14: 3)